
INTRODUCTION

Undersea fiber-optic cables a¡e c¡itical infrastructures that support our global
network society. They transport 99 percent ofall transoceanic digital commu-

nications, including phone calls, text and e-mail messages, websites, digital
images and video, and even some television (cumulatively, over thirty trillion
bits per second as ofzoro).1It is submarine systems, rather than satellites, that
ca¡ry most of the Internet across the oceans. Cables d¡ive international busi,
ness: they facilitate the expansion of multinational corporations, enable the
outsourcing of operations, and t¡ansmit the high-speed financial transactiofls
that connect the world's economies. Stephen Malphrus, stafi director at the
U.S. Federal Rese¡ve Board, has stated that ifthe cable networks are disrupted,
"the financial services sector does nof grind to a halt,' ¡athe¡ it snaps to a halt.,,2
As a result, the reliability of undersea cables has been deemed ..absolutely 

es-
sehtial" for the functioning of governments and the enfo¡cement of national
seculity.3 Militaries use the cables to manage long-range weapons tests and re-
mote battlefield ope¡ations. Undersea networks also make possible new dist¡i-



butions oft¡ansnational ¡nedia ther depend on high-capacity digital excÌrange,
f¡om the collabo¡ations ofproduction companies in the United States and New
Zealand on the zoog filmAvato¡to the global coordination o f World of Warcraft
players. At the same time, cable infrastructure enables modes of ¡esistance that
challenge dominant media fo¡mations. Messages produced by the Arab Spring
and Occupy movements t¡aveled between countries on undersea cables. Ifthe
world's 223 inte¡national undersea cable systems were to suddenly disappear,
onlya minuscule amount ofthis t¡afficwould be backed up by satellite, and tle
Inte¡net would effectively be split between continents.a

This book t¡aces how today's digital circulations a¡e traficked underground
and undersea, rather than by air. lt follows sþals as they move at the speed

of light, traveling through winding cables the size of a garden hose. En route,
they get tangled up in coastal polit.ics at landing points, monitored and main_
tained at cable stations, interconnected with transportation s),stems a¡d atmo-
sphe¡ic currents, and embedded in histories of seafloor measufement. Cable

inf¡ast¡uctures ¡emain firmly tethered to the earth, anchored in a grid of ma-
terial and cultural coordinates. The l|nde¡sea Netu.'o¡Þ descends into these
layers to reveal how such environments-f¡om Cold War nuclear bunke¡s to
tax-exempt subutban technology parks; from coasts inhabited by centuries-old

fishing communities to the homes of snails, frogs, and endangered mountain
beavers-continue to underlie, sttucture, and shape today's fiber-optic links.
From this vantag€ point, apparently outside the retwo¡k, one can see the hid-
den labor, economics, cultures, andpoÌitics that go into sustaining everyday in-
tercontinental connections. Rather tlan envisioning undersea cable systems as

a set ofvectors that overcome space, The Underseo NefilorÞ places our netwo¡ks
undersea: it locates them in this complex set of circulatory practices, charting
their inte¡connections with a dynamic and fluid exte¡nal environment.

As a result, the book offers what might be an unfamiliar view of global net-

work infras tructure. Not only is it wired, but it is also relativeþ centralized-far
from the early vision of the lnternet as a rhizomatic and distributed network.
Transoceanic cu¡rents of info¡mation have been fixed along fairly narrow
routes through the specialized work of a small cable industry which has nav-

igated natural envi¡onments, built a¡chitectu¡es of exchange, and generated

new social and cultu¡al practices, all to ensu¡e our media and communica-

tions safe transit through the surrounding turbulent ecologies. Ratller than a
strictly urban system, cables are rural and aquatic infrasttuctures. Conserva-
tive and yet ¡esilient, they have followed paths that are tried and true, often fol-
lowing the contours of earlie¡ networks, layered on top of earlier telegraph and

telephone cables, power systems, lines of cultural migration, and trade ¡outes
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:.r. Transpacific cable routes, 1922.

(frgure I.r; maps I.r-I.z). All of these tend to ¡emain outside of our netwo¡ked

imagination, a world defined by firmly demarcated nodes, straight and clear

vecto¡s, and graph topologies. As Alan Liu observes, a network "subt¡acts the

need to be cqnscious of the geograph¡ physicality, temporalit)', and underlying

history of the links between nodes."s By bringing these geograPhies back into

thepictu¡e, this book ¡eintroduces such a consciousness, one might even sayan

environmental consciousness, to the study of digital systems.

Invisìble Systems

Why have undersea cables, as the backbone of the global Internet, remained
largely invisible to the publics that use them? Cable development has often
beea justiûed on the basis of cables' perceived security (as opposed to commu-
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MAp ¡.2. Transpaci6c cable routes, 1982.

nications via satellite or radio, which are more easily intercepted) and infor-

mation about the netwo¡k has often been withheld in a strategy of "secu ty

through obscurit¡"6 Afte¡ all, the reasoning goes, if the public doesnt know

about the importance ofundeßea cables, theywill not think to contest or dis-

rupt them, The scarcity of facts circulated about cable systems also reflects

the hesitance of a competitive international telecommunications industry

to release information of commercial value. More than any intentional de-

sire to obscure cable systems, their invisibility is due to a b¡oade¡ social ten-

dency to overlook the distribution of modern communications in favo¡ of the

mo¡e visible processes of production and consumption. As Susan Leigh Star

observes, inftastructure "is by definition invisible, part of the background of

othe¡ kinds of work."7 Many people in the cable industry perceive a general

lack of public interest in their infrastructures. When I interviewed Stev/art
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Ash, who has wo¡ked fo¡ decades on unde¡sea cable design and installation,

he pressed me on my interest in making cables visible. "Why would you want

to know?" he asked. "when you turn on a comPuter and you send an e-mail,

do you really care how it works? No, you just want e-mail the¡e, and you sta¡t

drumming the table if it takes thi¡ty seconds "s

Submerged under miles of wate¡ fo¡ decades and seemingly disassociated

f¡prn our everyday lives, unde¡sea cables are particularly dificult to connect

to our imagination of media and communication. When communications in-

frastructures are rePresented, they are most often wireless: handheld devices,

laptop compute.s, wireless routers, cell phone towers, "cloud" comPuting, and

satellites pervade our field of view, directing our attention above rathe¡ than

below and reinforcing a long-standing imagination of communication that

moves us beyond our worldly limitations.s One cable engineer I spoke with-a
manage¡ at one of Aust¡alia's most criticaì cable stations-claimed thet sat-

ellites are simply just "sexier" than cables. He admitted that even after his

company's communications shifted to cable, they still displayed advertising

suggesting that conversations were being carried by sateÌlites, showing signals

being bounced out into o¡bit and then back again because that was what stuck

io people's minds.'o Unde¡sea cables, he claimed, are "not a technologÍ that

people find fascinating." Leaving the station after our interview, I observed im-

ages of satellites plastered on the side of the building.

When we do see public representations of unde¡sea cables, these tend to

divert our attention away from the materiality of the netwo¡k. As I describe

in chapter 2, naratives about undersea cables often focus on nonoperational

infrast¡ucture: the¡e a¡e films about cable planning and ìaïing, news articles

at the moments of network disruption, and histo¡ies of artifacts f¡om obsolete

systems. Cable industry publications tend to focus on capacity a¡d featu¡e few

geographic details. The typical cable map portrays the cable as a vector that

indicates connectivity between major cities or even just countries (figure I.r.,

maps l.r-I.z). The environments that cables are laid through-the oceans,

coastal landingpoints, and terrestrial routes-are seen as friction-f¡ee su¡faces

across which fo¡ce is easily exerted, and where geographic barrie¡s a¡e leveled

by telecommunications. As Philip Steinberg has observed, this conception of
sPace is a Western ideal that has historically been linked to the expansion of
capitalism.ll Depictingthe ocean and the coasts as deterrito¡ialized naturalizes
the claims ofacto$ that might capitalize on their connective capacity, such as

cable companies, and presents an obstacle to those that might claim it as a ter-
ritory such as nations.

Fiber-optic cables have also remained largeþ absent in the field of media
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and communications studies, which has focused on the content, messages, and
reception of digital media and paid less attention to the infrastructures that
support its distribution. Analyses of twenty,first-century media culture have

been cha¡acterized by a cultural imagination of dematerialization: immate¡ial
information flows appear to maÌce the environments they extend through fluid
and matter less. Mark Taylor, arguing that the contemporary network econ,
omy is made possible by ever-extending dematerialization, writes that the ..In-

ternet is really nothing more than codes and protocols that enable computers
to communicate."l2 When cables become an obiect ofstud¡ it is almost ah¡,,ays

as a form of old media. Historians of technology have carefully detailed the be,
ginnings oftelegraph cable networks in the r85os and r86os and the extension
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of these systems through the 194os in the context of B tish colonial rule, con-

flicts between nation-states, and a global media economy'r3 There are no major

studies that detail the cultural geographies of unde¡sea coaxial cables laid be-

tween the r95os and r98os, the undersea fiber-optic cables of the 199os, or the

links between these newe¡ forms and older cable systems. Cables have instead

been submerged in a historiognPhic Practice that tends to narrate a transcen-

dence of geographic specificit¡ a movement from fixity to fluidit¡ and ulti-

mately a transition ftom wires to wireless structu¡es.

Although wired a¡rd wireless technologies are often Positioned as histo¡-

ical competitors, cables and satellites actually have difierent geographic dis-

Persions, markets, and technological afiordances. Satellites, with their wide
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âeld ofreception, have been more useful for rural a¡eas and islands; they have

historically been used for mass communication and have been c¡itical in the

transmission of television.la Undersea cables, laid on the very bottom of the

ocean and surfacing only at the landing points at either end, are mo¡e effi-

cient for point-to?oint routes of dense information exchange. They also have

the benefit of inc¡eased securit¡ a consideration for military and government

traffic (figure l.z). Overall, the telecommunications industryhas long regarded

wired and wireless forms as complementary Achieving redundancy is critical,

and the best networks have multiple routes to any single destination. There-

fore, even though the percentage of signals carried by wired technoìogies has

ebbed and flowed, they have continued to support the expansion of economic,

political, and cultural networking even during the eras of radio and satellite

(figure I.3l
Over the past twenty years, satellites' capacity has filled up, and conditions

have shifted significantly to favor fiber-optic cables.r5 Cables a¡e now able to
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carry a greate¡ amount of information at faster speeds and at lowe¡ cost than

satellites (a signal traveling between New Yo¡k and London tales about one-

eighth the time to reach its destination by cable as it does by satellite).r6 With

the emergence of high-definition video and high-bandwidth content on the

Internet (a shift that favors cable infrastructure), the disparity between the

two look like it wilÌ only increase. Despite the rhetoric of wirelessness, v/e

exist in a world that is more wi¡ed than ever. As Adrian Mackenzie puts it,
"While the notion of wireless networks implies that there are fewer wires, it
could easily be argued that actually the¡e a¡e more wi¡es. Rathe¡ than wi¡e-
less cities or wireless networks, it might be more accurate to speak of the re-

wiring ofcities through the highly reconfigurable paths ofchipsets. Billions of
chipsets means trillions of wi¡es o¡ conducto¡s on a microscopic scale."t7 Al-
though contemporary networking continues to depend on wired infrastruc-
tures, we lack a language-beyond terms like "a se¡ies of tubes"-to describe
just how grounded these systems remain-l8

Although telecommunications companies have long followed the ¡ationale
that keeping networks out of public view would increase their security, today
this invisibility poses a threat to the cables themselves and at times to the peo-
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ple who use them're l{ cables remain invisible to policy makersr government

regulato¡s, corPorate customeF' business managers' and politicians' then cdt-

icaldecisionsaborrtinf¡ast¡uctu¡efunding-whichcouldmake.ou¡netwo¡ks

more robust and accessible-will continue to be uninfo¡med' John Hibbard'

pr".i"", clf tft" p-ifi c Telecommunicatioûs Council' recounted the comments

of a local regulator at a cable meeting in Sin8alore:-'W11311 I he¡e?" the man

asked. "Ever¡hing comes into the cãuntry via satellite "?o The regulator! lack

of knowledge was stunning because' as Hibbard quipped' "singapo¡e is about

the most wired country in the world' The only reason it doesn't move is because

it is tied down by all of these undersea cables " The lack of awareness extends

even to the highest levels of the U'S SoYernment: 
President Batack Obama's

2013 executive order on cybersecuritylade no specifrc mention of the unde¡-

sea cable industr¡21

The invisibility of cables also f¡ustrates the industry in its attempts to gain

Protection or develoPment rights from nations and state-run ¿geûcies Fiona

Beck, c¡o of th" sooti"to åoss Cable Network' told me that much of he¡

time with investment bankers and reguìatory bodies- is spent dealing with the

q:;;.,o" r,n,,"t"r,l"'.r,:,ljJïÍåÍ;:î#ïll,i:ï:i::: :i:",',ii :iå
is an enormous block to ge

marine space have i"t""'ifitJ'?"Ut" to-panies h¿ve had conflicts with fisher-

men and boaters' envi'o"rn""tut "¿tot"ås' 
and local developers' all of whom

need to be informed of cable routes in o¡der to avoid them''?3 Perhaps most si8-

nifrcantly, millions of t"t""t"t u"" 
"tottnd 

the world re\ on undersea cable

systems fo! 
'oti"l' 

potiti""¡ "tonomic' 
and media.excharges' but have little

recognition of the stt"t"ã of a"p""aency into which tlley a¡e often locked'

When cables are buit,, *ta, ai,,"p."a, ,,pgraded, and rerouted. these changes

have sigûificant consequences for their owrl use of the lnternet'

As it traverses ttt" -"ãtL """itonments 
of cable systems' The Undersea

Netuork introduces retu"tJìot}le *"lttl"e of cable networks' the geograPhies

from which they have emerged arld remain sedimented' a¡rd the acto$ resPoIÌ-

sible for thei¡ const'"ttti:i; ;;;;ess' the book develoPs a view of global

cable infrastructure tll"t i' t"""t"'L"i'ive yet comPlementary to the Popular

understanding of net*-i"* n t' *otd ¡ather than wireless; semicent¡alized

rather than distributet' äi;ä;;;;hed ratl¡e¡ than rlaer¡itorialized;

Precarious rather tht" '"ti*itt 
t"lo * and aquatic Êther than urbaû It is

my hope that this alte*it* 
''Ç""tatron 

wlli give digital media users not

onlv an understand'"' ;;J;;;"sition i,' ;Patial and environmeutal

Internet,aswellasoft'"ttt*'ai""'ytosts'butalsoag¡oundf¡omwhichto
argue for new kinds of structures'

írcin Distributed to Semicentralized

Conremporary netwo¡ks a¡e often imagined as a dist¡ibr¡ted mesh, in which

jndividual nodes a¡e multiplÍ linked in an amorphous and flexible topology.'?a

These distributed systems are not simPly opposed to cent¡alized structures,

but, as Alexande¡ Galloway has noted, the "distributed netwo¡k is the new

citadel, the new arm¡ the new power."2s Indeed, the Internet's decentralized

¡outirg system often appears to be thê prime example of this technological

transìtion. From the perspective of global cable inftastructure, howeve¡, the

actual geographic dispersion ofsignal paths is relatively limited, and the paths

¡emain centralized in key locations. Only forty-five underseacables extend out-

ward f¡om the continental United States, supporting aÌmost alÌ of the coun-

try's international data transactions-26 lf one groups the cables into thi¡ty-mile

stretches, one can see that international trafic ente¡s the United States through

fewer than twenty zones. This numbe¡ is high if one looks around the globe.

[4any countries have less than five external links. This concent¡ation of cables

is partially due to the enormous caPacity and expense of each system. One re-

cent cable that connects Aust¡alia and Guam has enough capacity to carry si-

multaneous phone calls from the entire PoPulation of Australia-over twenty

miÌlion people.'?7 Large transoceanic Projects miSht cost upward of a billion

dollars. Since capacity requirements have already been met in much ofthe de-

veþed world, there is not always an economic incentive to diversify one's in-

frast¡ucture. The concentratiot is also due to the traction of existing networks:

there a¡e a limited numbe¡ of sites that a¡e insulated f¡om harnfuÌ shipping

t¡affic and whe¡e one can intetconnect with existing systems. Almost all o{

Australiaì Internet tramc goes out through a single thirty-mile st¡etch, in Part
thanks to the cable protection zones that insulate that path.

, The geography of the unde¡sea cable system is not a distributed netwo¡k in

,which all points easily connect to all othe¡ points. Rather, it looks more like
Paul Baran's description of a decentralized system, in which the¡e a¡e seve¡al

,p. gdes that a¡e all connected to a central hub and, at times, to one another.2s

$ûIen one ovedays considerations of control-since a single company might be

of all gateways from a country-the network's geography moves fur-

a decentralized or distributed ideal. It is difücult to glean this from

network map, which shows multiple logical pathways between

but fails to reveal where these pathways use the same physical route,

directiqg attention to the relative cent¡alization in the geography a¡Ìd

at narrowpoints, or are owned and operated by a single com

of cable systems, this book contributes to eme¡ging research that
ts how centralizing forces continue to permeate and unde¡pin the ex
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tension of netwo¡ks from the U_S. investments in the Cold Wa¡ to Google's
domination of online searching.2e

From Deterritorialized to Terrirorial
Following from the popular imagination of wi¡elessness and dematerializa_
tion is a common assumption that digital communications are being freed
f¡om territorial limitations. The flndersea Nehrork demonstrates how cable
routings have been critically shaped byterritorial politics and how established
political ties have facilitated the development of international communica_
tion. Early telegraph netwo¡ks were mapped over colonial geographies, and
the majority of companies that laid telephone cables through the 19gos were
government-owned or -afiliated monopolies. These extensive investments
shaped the contours of cabled envi¡onments and provided traction for Internet
inf¡ast¡ucture. The two fiber-optic cables connecting Nev/ Zealand to the out-
side world, for example, are located in the same zones as telegraph cables from
the early twentieth century. Takapuna (on Aucklandt now subu¡ban no¡th
shore) and Muriwai (on its rural west coast) have been landing points since
1912. Major transpacific cable hubs in the United States are located at sites es-
tablished during the Cold War.

Although ou¡ digital environment appears to be a space of mobilit¡ radi-
cally changing every few years, the backbone for the global Internet contin-
ues to be sunk along historical and political lines, tending to ¡einforce existing
global inequaìities. This geographic stasis is also a ¡eflection ofthe conservative
natu¡e of the cable industry: cable technologies are desþed to last twenty-five
years, installation techniques have changed little since they were developed,
and engineers tend to e¡r in the direction ofwhat has already been tested and
proven.3o Advocates for new systems are attempting to remedy this imbalanced
geogmphf Recent moves to network previously uncabled locations, including
the Interchange cable to Tonga; the Honotua cable to Tahiti; and the snlcs ca-
ble linking Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa, often depend on ex-
isting territorial aJliances and national governments for funding. Rather than
maÌing geography matter less, cable networks continue to be constructed in a
dense web o[existing territorial afi]i¿tions.

tack: if seve¡al nodes in a netwo¡k are dis¡upted, the systemi routing can in

theory move traffic a¡ound them. The relative cent¡alization of the cable sys-

tem and its embeddedness in existing ter¡itorialities make the physical net,

wo¡ks ac¡oss which these packets move far less ¡esilient than we imagine.3r In
zoo6 an earthquake nea¡ Taiwan set bff an undersea landslide and snapped

several cables- Another significant outage happened in Vietnam in zooT when

cable thieves pulled up several ofthe countryt working lines. In 2o1r awoman

in Georgia shut down much of the Inte¡net in Armenia when she dug up two
fiber-optic lines while looking for scrap metal. Although network car¡ie.s are

often able to reroute tramc, in many cases, b¡eaks have decreased Internet con-

Dectivity. Repairing unde¡sea netwo¡ks is dependent on a limited numbe¡ of
specialized cable ships, and in some places, including China, ltaly, and Indo-
nesia, companies have had to wait to ¡eceive permits before they can fix thei¡
systems.32

Looking at moments of actual and imagined interference, this book in-
creases awareness about t¡e vulnerability of our networked systems. lt would
not be dificult fo¡ the U.S. governmenr (or any government) to physica[y
switch ofi all inte¡national telecommunications. This is not an imminent pos-

sibility, as it would cause extraordinary economic harm that would outweigh
any political benefits. As one study succinctly observed, "The entire global
economy relies on the uninterrupted usage of the vast undersea cable commu-
nications infrast¡ucture."3l To separate oneself from this economy would be

disastrous fo¡ most countries, yet this is nonetheless a possibility built into ou¡
current system. This book views the narrov/ points whe¡e cables run together
as pressure points, sites whete cunents can be dive¡ted o¡ ¡erouted using min-
imal force and whe¡e local acto¡s have a disproportionate amount of power.
This might occur not only via technological disruption, butalso inthe misman-
agement ofthe banal dimensions of maintenance and upkeep,long a blind spot
in studies of global and digital media. As Stephen Graham and Nigel Thrift ar-

gue, social theory has broadly focused on connection a¡d assembly to the ex-

clusion of the "massive and continuous wo¡k" needed to keep infrastructure
systems in operation.3a Cable systems are thus also r-ulnerable f¡omwithin: an
immense amount of time, energy, and embodied labor are requi¡ed to sustain
undersea networks, and without this labor, the inftastructure would soon fail.

Although the lnternet is often imagined as aclean and durable technology,
something that will eventuaÌly be extended everywhere at little cost, this vision
fails to register the extensive financial, social, a¡d envitonmental investments
required to establish new rystems and maintain existing ones. Taking this into
consideration, we night think about the Internet not as a renewable ¡esource

From Resilient to Precarious

Packet-switching technology, which forms the basis íor the Internet's distdb-
utive operations, is often unde¡stood in terms of its potential to survive an at-



bût as a precarious platform, especia\ as moving our data to the cloud often

entailsincreaseddependenceonundersealinks'Ononehand'thismighthelp

us make bette¡ choices about our own media consumption and content Pro-

duction, taking into account the Potential Precariousness of infrastructural

systems. On th-e other hand, it might motivate us to Push for a more genuinely

distributed, resilient, and equitable network'

From Urban to Rural and Aquatic

Geographies of digital media tend to focus on the city as it has been inte¡-

t*irieaì,.itti t¡e development of information flows 35 lndeed' the destination

of signal traffic is often the urban user, and the city has exerted a gravitationaì

effå on infrastructural develoPment- Most of the undersea cable networkh

routes and Plessure Points, however, are nestled in natural envi¡onirrents' and

th" systemias b"en 
^orofoundly 

shaped by the politics of rural' remote' arrd is-

Iand iocations. Much of Australia and New Zealand's cable infrastructu¡e is

routed through and shaped by the histo¡ies of Hawai'i and Fi;i A significant

amount of U.S.-Asia trafic moves through Guam' On Califo¡niat west coast'

traffic often exits the country via remotely located hubs in San Luis Obispo and

Manchester ¡ather than Los Angeles or San Francisco' As a result' the local in-

vestmentsofenvironmentalistsinCalifornia,fishermeninSoutheastAsia,and

deep-sea marine bioìogists in Canada have come to inflect cable netwo¡ks in

unåpected ways. Although cable trafic is often destined for larger urban ar-

"., 1*.r tr*. á""rial drãps ofi in these ¡emote locales)' the channels through

*hi.h it flo*" ,ton"theless depend on investments in and reorganizations of

aquatic and coastal environments-sites that have rareþ been studied in rela-

tiån to media distribution As the ocean becomes subject to increasing sPatial

p*rror"r, *itn *t" 
".celeration 

of shþing' underwater mining' and alterna-

ti,re 
"n".gy 

proie.ts, such environmental negotiations will continue to be inte-

gral to network develoPment'

Turbulent Ecologies

Thej?nde¡seaNetworkconnectstheevolutionofcablesystemswithitsshifting
material contexts, including not only cultural Practices and Political forma-

tionsbutalsoatmosPheric,thermodynamic'geological'andbiologicalpro-
cesses, to exPose the complexity that goes into the distribution of di8jtal media-

Ofah""g¡ ""+ discussions about digital systems focused o¡ their distance

from tlie real world' over the Past ten years the dse of spatially embedded sys-
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¡.rns, digital navig¿1ion, and ever-accelerating media obsolescence has d¡awn

attention to the imbrication of digitaì media in its sur¡ounding environments'

R"r"ur.h".. hut" opened the black boxes of digitaì storage technologies' sifted

thtough the dePths of code, located hidden data centers' unea¡thed the elec-

trical;ystems that sustait media Production, and examined the mate¡ialist en-

prsv o[ media systems 36 Media archaeologists have dug into history to reveal

,hl 
"urty 

pr"d"."ttors ofdigital mediain ÉrediSital technologies' Scholars have

documented the impo¡tance of media infrastructures and distribution-f¡om

satellites to ubiquitous comPuting-and revealed the lasting efiects oftechno-

Iogical networks on todayi information circulation 3T Othe¡s have examined

th"e specificity of fiber-oPtic systems, unPacking thei¡ logics of control and f¡ee-

òomju Th" Undn t"o Netruork builds on this materialist research to document

"the physicality of the vi¡tual "3e

Tracking these changes throughout history, the book develops a new

¿op¡oach-what I desc¡ibe as network a¡chaeology-to historicize the move-

ments and connections enabled by distribution systems and to reveaÌ the en-

vironments that shaPe contemPorary media ci¡culation Based on existing

resea¡ch in media archaeology, a network a¡chaeological approach draws on

archives and historical nar¡atives to shed light on emerging Practices and' in

light of these PEctices, to offer new vantage Points on the Past 
!0 To do so' The

Uide¡seo Network follows the paths of our signal transmissions-f¡om the ca-

ble stations in which siSnals terminate, through the zones in which they come

asho¡e, and to the deep ocean in which they are submerged' These zones' ob-

scu¡ed in the thin lines of the network diagram, are the material geographies

of cable communications, and through their excavation we can begin to un-

de¡stand the semicentralized, territodal, precarious, and rural natures of dig-

ital networks.

To better illustrate what this entails' let us turn to the discussion of a re-

centþ proposed undersea netwo¡k, the Arctic Fibre system (frgure I 4)' Over

the past decade, as the Arctic ice has ret¡eated with global warming' the

Northwest Passage has opened up new Pathways, not only for shipping and

for oil ext action, but also for cables carrying digital communications siSnals'

The proposed Arctic Fibre cable would link London arrd Tokyo via the Arctic

Ocean, a shorter path than the Atlantic and Pacific routes, and provide a new

sou¡ce of Inte¡net connectivity for northe¡n communities.4r There had been a

ùuqber ofattempts to lay a transarctic cable prior to this, including a telegraph

::,:atr€tching bet\¡/een Alaska and Russia (before the transatlantic telegraph was

',lþ in the r86os) and Project Snowboard, initiated by B¡itish Telecom in the

ln the r99os the Russian Ministly of Posts and Telecommunications
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FÌGURE r.4. Route ofA¡ctic Fibret no¡them cabÌe, Ja.nùary 2o4.
Courtesy of A¡ctic Fibre.

even devised a plan to use a nuclear submarine to lay a fiber_optic cable under
the Arctic.a2 It was not until the large-scale environmental transfo¡mation of
climate change, howeve¡, that a t¡ansarctic cable ¡oute became feasible.

Between the ¡oute's endpoints in London and Tokyo lie a disparate set of
environments-frigid Arctic waters in which deep oil reserves are nested, Ca_
nadian a¡d Alaskan communities, and locations whe¡e scientific research on
global warming is being conducted. Through these predominantly rural en_
vironments extend a range of human and nonhuman circulations, from at-
mospheric curents to the movements ofcontainer ships. Such circulations
could generate friction for Arctic Fibre, a form of resistance that Anna Tsing
desc¡ibes as simultaneously productive and enabling.a3 The reactions of p¡evi_
ously uncabled populations, f¡om the indigenous people of the Canadian north
to the oil companies that seek to drill off the coast, are still unknowa. Icebergs
scouring the coastal seafloor might disrupt shallow cables. Fishe¡men's nets
threaten to hook and sever them. Even along well-traveled routes, environ-
ments have always gene¡ated f¡iction for undersea networks. Throughout the
telegraph era, fishermen regularly dragged their nets along the denseþ cabled
transatlantic route, disconnecting links and scatte¡ing signal traftc.

These circulations gene¡ate inte¡ference for the system. For Arctic Fib¡e,
the movement of ice not only threatens to break cables; in the deeper sea, it
also cove¡s much of the ocean's surface, literaìly interfering with the compa,
ny's access to their network. In other areas around the wo¡ld, cyclones, tectonic
plate shifts, and rising waters threaten to physically disrupt the movement of
media and communications. lnte¡fe¡ence can also be created by social a¡d
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cultural phenomsn¿ and, at times, is generated as a by-product of the cable's

extension. When some telegraph companies const¡ucted cable stations in re-

mote colonies, tensions were Sene¡ated with indigenous people who would

later resist communications development. The envi¡onments that cables stitch

toqether are not always smooth sPaces, but tu¡bulent ecologies. Tu¡bulence

is 
-a 

chaotic fo¡m of motion that is produced when the speed of a fluid ex-

ceeds a th¡eshold ¡elative to the environment it is moving through. Not an

uBcommon occurrence, turbulence is the "rule, not the exception, in fluid dy-

¡¿¡¡1¡ss-"aa When a fluid-whether air, wate¡, or blood-becomes turbulent, it

breaks down into smaller swirling currents, called eddies, which in a cascade

b¡eak down into smaÌler and smalìe¡ i¡regular flows. Turbulence is rarely a di-

rect and purposeful opposition to flow' Rather, it describes the way that social

or natural forces inadvettently create interference in transmission sìmply be-

cause they occupy the same envi¡onment, in the end contributing to the net-

work's Precariousness.

Cable companies go to great lengths to protect €ainst both real and imag-

ined forms of intederence. In o¡der to facilitate smooth and reÌiable signal

exchanges, they develop extensive social, architectural, geographic, and dis-

cursive strategies of insulation. In this book, I define sf¡cúegies of insulation

as modes of spatial organization that are established to t¡ansform potentially

tt¡rbulent ecologies into f¡iction-free surfaces and turn precarious links into

resilient ones. AII along transoceanic cable routes-at the cable station, the

cable landing, and in the deep sea-cable owners, manufacturers, and inves-

tors reorganize these spaces in orde¡ to enable the continuous flow of elect¡i-

cal and political power. A strategic organization of space, as Michel de Certeau

notes, "becomes possible as soon as a subject with will and power (a business,

an a¡my, a city, a scientific institution) can be isolated . . . every 'strategic' re-

alization seeks fi¡st of all to distinguish its 'own' place, that is, the place of its

om power and will, from an 'environment.' . . . It allows one to capitalize ac-

quired advantages, to prepare future er.pansions, and thus to give oneself a

certain independence with ¡espect to the variability ofcircumstance. It is the
mastery of time through the foundation of an autonomous place."45 Strategies

of insulation are designed and financed by companies to distinguish the spaces

ofdistribution networks as "an autonomous place" and to sepa¡ate them f¡om
conflicting circulations. Approaching a historically uncabled environment,
Arctic Fib¡e will have to fund such strategies ofinsulation, such as the burying
or double-armoring of the cables at problematic sites, the establishment of new
"no ancho¡" zones to keep fishermen out of the cable area, and the monitoring
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of icebergs via satellite.46 Whether they are social, architectural, o¡ discu¡sive
a¡¡angements, st¡ategies of insulation sepa¡ate one part of an envi¡onment
ftom the rest to stabilize the distribution of -"ai" .ná .o_*,rrrl*ioì.

Local and regional ci¡culations a¡e not always disruptive to cable syster¡g;
in many cases, networks are planned so as to incorporate them into the ci¡_cuit. For Arctic Fibre, potentia.l usets of the cable system are seen as untaDnê¡
economic ci¡culations: tlre regional practices and investment" o¡,ir" C.nåiui
Higà Arctic Research Center Se¡vice, Canada,s Depa¡tment ofDefense, and oilcompanies that seek to drill in the a¡ea will help to fund the net_ork.;, Doug-
las Cunningham, Arctic Fibre,s cEo, argues that ¡evenue f¡om international
traffic passing between London and Tokyo cannot in itself fund tt 

" 
p-¡".t,

and that any northern project requires either domestic d.*.rrd o, 
" ior"rn_ment.subsidy-in effect, funding that is gene¡ated in the endronmentì on the

cable's route, ¡ather than simply at its endpoints_as Although coastal commu-
nities' Internet use will never financially sustain the cable aìone, serving these
communities also remains integral to Arctic Fibrei pitch for funding from the
Canadian government, since the cable could lowe¡ Canada,s costs t"o provide
health care, education, and othe¡ government functions to the region. These
interconnections highlight the continued roles of territoriality and ätionalism
in supporting cable netwo¡ks.

In appealing to these users, Arctic Fibte seeks to develop new st¡ategies of
int€¡connection, modes of spatial organization that are designed to leverage
local and regional circulations, or at least perceived circulatio"n., to suppo.t its
cable netwo¡k. This might entail setting up actual technological points of inter_
con¡ection, of gateways, where signals can be transfe¡¡ed between networks.
Technical inte¡connection is an important concept in cable management: ca_
ble networks are solidified in particular locations via fo¡mal inte¡"connection
agreements, where competing companies build bridges to each othe¡ fo¡ their
m-utual benefit, Although the process of interconnection, c¡iticar fo¡ alr kinds
of netwo¡k, has been described in r
terco nn e ct ion to tere,,. .h" d"u..p-::i:äij;:åî j*:::îjj'$:i:i 

;t::tices th¡ough which t¡ansfers between the cable system and its surrounding
environments can occur.ae A¡ctic Fib¡e will develop strategies of inte¡connec-
tion to link not only to potential users of the netwo¡k, but also to the exist_
ing resources in the Arctic and oceanic enyifonment, including icebreake¡
ships and remote-operated vehicles that could aid in repairs. Suä strategies
are .lesþed to facilitate the process of t¡ansduction_the transfer of energy,
whether social, economic, biological, physical, or elect¡ic, betwe"n the .ftem
ofthe cable nebwork and the cultural geographies into which it is inserted.so
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IIl these cases, the netwo¡k s Proximate envi¡onments are not a site of in-

tetference, but a critical link in the coDstruction of global communications,

, ,l¿ce where signals are grounded. In electrical engineering, the movement

l/u.u.r"n, fto- one Pojnt to ano[her creates ¿n imbalance in transmission.

and drese circuits are made stable only by a return channel, which is termed

the grourtd. Technicall¡ for undersea cables, the g¡ound is the ocean itself. A.

signal moves through the cable ac¡oss the sea, and then the ene¡gy returns

to"its original location via the conduction of the water- As one cable report

obse(es, powering the oPeration of a system "is achieved by actually using

the environment-the seawater as a conductor to comPlete the circuit."sl

Grounding is thus a Process whereby the conductivity of existing matte¡-

whethe¡ made up of social or natural phenomena-is ha¡nessed to keep a

cur¡eût from becoming imbalanced. This metaphor highliShts the fact that

strategies of interconnection are not simPly modes of exploiting the environ-

úents in between nodes, but also serve an importart role in keePing a network

in equilibrium. Today, interconnection is often facilitated by technologies,

but th¡oughout history this Process has been a thoroughly human endeavor.

For example, in the early remote cable stations, imbalances we¡e created as

young men moved to locations fa¡ from home and were subsequently forced

to migrate between stations. Slowly the company and the cablemen developed

strâtegies of interconnection, Énging from using local labor to arranging mar-

riages, which helped to sustain the oPerato¡s and therefo¡e stabilize transoce-

anic signal tramc in remote locales. Through interconnection, energy from

one system was transduced to support another's deficiencies, and equilibrium

was achieved (or at least attemPted).

The concepts introduced here-strategies of insulation, designed to trans-

fo¡m turbulent ecologies into f¡iction-f¡ee surfaces, and strategies of inter-

connection, designed to ground transoceanic currents in local ci¡culations

-desc¡ibe the dynamics by which the infrastructures of digital media are

formed in relation to thei¡ envi¡onments. Strategies of insuìation shelter the

movement of international signal traffic from the envi¡onments they traverse.

They produce an internal break in an ecology, allowing one s)'stem to extend

into and through anothe¡ without being afiected by it. Cables must be insu-

lated f¡om hur¡icanes and fishe¡men, local publics and foreign nations. This

practice of intentional disconnection is integral to sustaining and securing net'
work operations in potentially turbulent environments, arrd it has intensified
rathe¡ than subsided as networks have become more critical to our global soci-

etr However, at the same time, the network must be grounded in some way via
strategies of interconnection, the leveraging of existing circulations to suppo¡t
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new netwo¡ks. Although they appear to have opposing relationships to the en-

vironment (blocking it out versus harnessing it), insulation and inte¡connec-
tion are complementary strategies that regulate cable ecologies and stabilize
circuits oftransmission on a global scale.

Insulation and interconnection-from the establishment of cable protec-
tion zones to the channeling of local labo¡-¡educe the threat of disruption

to the cable system and make cable laying less expensive and mo¡e efficient

aÌong existing routes, a process often described as "path dependence" i¡r stud-

ies of technology and social practice.s'z I use the term trsction to ¡efer to the

ways that these interactions-in which cabies both repeÌ and connect to pre-

existing cu¡rents-anchor inf¡astructures in pa¡ticular sites. When the¡e have

been opportunities to build new stations and remake the geography of the ca-

ble system, existing ¡outes were t)?ically chosen, because paths through those

sites had al¡ea$ been negotiated. The fluidity of our information sphere is

made possible onÌy by tlris historical fixity of communications inf¡ast¡uctu¡e.
As David Morley observes, "Right at the heart of the process of globalization,

somewhat counter-intuitivel¡ we find some rather important things slowing

down."5r These slow, txed, and disconnected spatial practices are the hidden

layers that suppo¡t contempora¡y global netwo¡ks.

The challenges that Arctic Fib¡e faces-even at a time when distance seems

to matter less and less-entail strategically developing a new path through the

Arctic environment. The company must fund the acquisition of new knowl-

edge about an uncharted aquatic and coastal landscape as well as the develop-

ment of new modes of cable protection. lt must generate new connections with
existing actors along the cable route and cultivate new ma¡kets for cable se¡-

vice. The absence of networks in the area provides the cable layers with a num-

ber of challenges that their transpacific and t¡ansatlantic competitors avoid.

Their ongoing costs wiÌl be high, especially since they cannot share mainte-

nance agreements with other systems. The industry will perceive Arctic Fibre

as more risky, given that the route has been as yet untested- The lack of histo¡-

ical precedent, all in all, will make it difficult for the company to find funding.

If it succeeds in establishing the first transa¡ctic cable, setting up cdtical in-

stallations, and pioneering new modes of protection, it will then be much eas-

ier and less expensive for other companies to set up shop along the same route-

It is no surp¡ise, then, that most companiss build systems along routes where

cables have been laid, stations constructed, "no fishing" zones established, and

ma¡kets formed.

The case ofA¡ctic Fib¡e, as it plans an innovative route across uncabled wa-

ters, forcefully demonstrates how networks take shape in and in turn inflect
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the environments around them: these are much less pressing concerns in the

development of other global routes where surrounding ecologies have been

managed for over a century. These ecoÌogíes, which consist of social practices,

built architectu¡es, and natural environments, have been invisibty foìded into

the thin lines of each network edge and the production of our intercontinen-

tal cable system. They remain hidden,, however, in the common cable map.

The lJndersea NetworÞ, as it analyzes the histo cal negotiations and emergence

of such ecologies, ¡€veals that the creation of a stabÌe circuit of transmission

(more than simply the exchange of a single message) is always an environmen-

tal process. It involves manipulating space, ftom the sediment of the seafloo¡

to the housing options of colonial cablemen, to mold contou¡s ac¡oss which

signals can repeatedly and reliably move without disruption. The concepts de-

veloped here-turbulent ecologies, pressurepoints, strategies ofinsulation and

interconnection, and traction-attune us to these processes, placing the geog-

raphy of network infrastructu¡e in relief.

The Underses NetworÞ ofiers a new way to look at digital media systems in

ecological terms. Aìthough research on media ecology-from Neil Postmant

studies of mass media to Matthew Fulle¡'s Medic Ecologies-understand the

environment as a wo¡ld of content, The (Jndersea Netwo¡Þ extends the envi-

ronment to encompass the social, architectu¡al, arld natural ecologies th¡ough

r¡r'hích this content is dist¡ibuted,sa He¡e, global information flows are not posi-

tioned as equalizing, dete¡.itorializing, and antithetical to fixed or hierarchical

structures, but iûstead are always routed through dynamic fields made up of

va¡ied directional circulations. The chaìlenge for networked circulations today

is not how to overcome fixed barriers, but holv to navigate in a wo¡ld whe¡e ev-

er¡hing is already mobile. The title of this book, The Unde¡seo Nefwork, thus

refers not simply to the cables that a¡e being analyzed, but to the bookt meth-

odological interyention: to see networks as always embedded wit¡in complex

and multidi¡ectional circulatory p¡actices-not a static territor¡ but a fluid
environment in which our connections must be both insulated and grounded.

Vectors

To excavate the fo¡mative role ofthese environments, I followed the undersea

cable route.ss This brought me to cable stations, where I interviewed telecom-

munications workers about cable ope¡ation and maintenance, and to landing
sites, where I spoke with residents about tlleir encounters with cable networks.
I visited industry conferences and intewiewed people in engineering and in
marine ope¡ations as well as in sales, marketing, frnance, and law about thei¡
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experiences in setting up cable systems. The industry has a reputation for both
secrecy and speculation; unraveling its history has involved so¡ting out myths
and ¡umo¡s and has taken me to local, national, and corporate archlves.s6 45
a corrective to what I see as the fundamentally limited visibility of cable sys_

tems, I have photographed cable networks throughout my travels to develop
new approaches to cable ¡epresentation. Cumulativel¡ this combination of eth_
nographic, archival, and a¡tistic fieldwo¡k offers a multivalent model for study-
ing dist¡ibution systems, a netwo¡k archaeology that connects cables' historical
and technical organization to the layered cultural, political, and biological en-
vironments that su¡¡ound them.

In this book, I hope to convey how the netwo¡k looks to the people who
build, operate, and use it. I visited cable installations in thi¡teen countries, as

well as the offices and homes ofnume¡ous cable workers who have cont¡ibuted
to these systems. As a white American woman, I was unfamiliar with the cuL
ture and language in many of these places, and I relied on people who were
in the industry and resided in these geographies to make the systems legible.
Almost always, it was men-an alalyst at a cable company in New Zealand, a

distant ¡elative in Guam, and a software developer in Yap-who broadened my
mobility and helped me gain access to cable networks. While the cable indus-
try is overwhelmingly male, many women have also been involved in the in-
dustry particularþin labs and in project management, sales, marketing, route
surveying, and legal afiairs. To get to cable sites, I also relied extensively on the
infrastructures of t¡ansportation (roads, boats, planes, and trains) with which
the cable systems have been interconnected. My own subject position-as I
traversed heterogeneous infrastructu¡es and environments, often feeling out
of place-heightened my perception of cables' ongoing requirements for inter-
connection as well as theil vulnerabilities and need for insulation.

Each of the following chapters focuses on a distinct envi¡onment in which
cables have taken shape. The first chapter, "Ci¡cuitous Routes: From Topol-

ogy to Topography," gives a broad overview of the three major eras of cable de-

velopment, providing the backdrop for the rest of the book. In it, I sketch out
the large-scale cultural fo¡ces that affected cable networks, beginning with
the copper telegraph cable's relationship to colonization f¡om the t85os to the
195os, extending through the coaxial telephone cable's imbrication in postwar
politics from the 195os to the 198os, and endingwith emergence offiber-optic
cables in ¡elation to deregulation and privatization from the 199os on. To un-
de¡stand the routing of these networks, I argue that we need to move away

from network topology, the analysis of the mathematical structure of con-
nections, to topog¡aphy, the analysis of how cables have been embedded into
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hisrorical and Seographic matrices Counter to tyPical assumPtions, cable ge-

ographies do not simPly follow a ter¡est¡ial logic (they a¡e often laid under-

,^,"¿tsr when possible;. an urban togic (they often connect suburban o¡ rrrr¡l

envi¡onments), or a demand-driven logic (they often connect places that are

al¡eady connected) Rather, I show how over the past hundred years t¡ansPa-

cific cable systems have been constructed to be secu¡e: the¡ are deliberately

routed to insulate signal flow from potential sources ofnatural and social inter-

ference, f¡om a nuclea¡ bomb to a te¡rorist attack. Cable routing is also driven

by a competing tendency to interconnect: systems have often been routed in

inconvenient and expensive ways in order to link with other systems. On the

whole, this dynamic gives new routes t¡action in existing toPographies, Ieaving

us witl a relatively centralized global network.

The second chaPter, "Short-Circuiting Discursive Inf¡astructure: From

Conrection to Transmission," follows cables into the discursive envi¡onments

of popular media. I a¡gue that almost all sto¡ies about unde¡sea cables fit into

one of two narrative modes. Connection narratives t¡ace the develoPment and

iûitiation of the cable, aligning this event with a transcendence of national

boundaries and the easing of international conflicts. Disruption narratives fo-

cus on a cable's rePai¡ after it has been disconnected, narrating the event as a

fight against broader threats to global connectivity-including nature, nations'

a¡d te¡rorism. Both ofthese narrative modes are limited: they depict the cable

only when it is out of service and, as a result, exclude the eno¡mous amount

of wo¡k involved in the upkeep of global systems. Rhetoricall¡ they function

as strategies of insulation that have, until now, protected cable systems. The

chapter delineates two alternative aPProaches that reP¡esent unde¡sea cables

as mate¡ial infrastructures: nodal nar¡atives, which focus on a node in the

system and ch¡onicle the human and nonhuman extensions through it, and

t¡ansmission narratives, which move with a signal as it is tÉnsmitted through

the cable. By narrating the cable past the moment of its initiation, they extend

the spatial and temporal parameters for cable discourse, suggest new lines of

causality in global network develoPment, and set the groundwork fo¡ furthe¡

engagement with ope¡ational cable systems. I argue that, in doing so, these

na¡ratives short-circuit the ideological power conducted by narratives of con-

nection and disruption.

The third chapter, "Gateway: F¡om Cable Colony to Network OPerations

Cente¡," details the history of the cable station as a gateway to the network: it
is a site of interconnection between national and international systems, a place

where connections are made to local publics, and a zone where the border be-

tween system and enli¡onment is contested. The chapter moves through each
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ofthe three pe¡iods ofcable development, documenting the shifting boundary
between stations and thei¡ su¡¡ounding ecologies. Inlhe coloniaì cable sta_
tion, the cable worker,s body was the crux of network operations and the zq¡ç
to be protected and regulated. As stations were ¡emade during the Cold Mra¡
the bo¡der between the network and envi¡onment shifted fio-1h" body to th"
stationi built architecture. In the fibe¡_optic e¡a, st{ategies of insuìation ¡sv/
regulate the circulation ofinfo¡mation. ln each period, I highlight the invese
ments in insulating the station and demarcating the inside and outside of the
network, alongside the strategies of interconnec tion that ground the system in
local mic¡o-ci¡culations. Looking at the networkt shiftint interface with local
publics, the chapter also illust¡ates how labo¡ and a cable community remain
key support systems fo¡ info¡mation netwo¡ks.

The fourth chapter, ..pressure point: Türbulent Ecologies of the Cable Land_
ing," analyzes conflicts at the cable landing, the zone whe¡e undersea cables
emerge {rom the deep ocean and extend through coastal waters, beaches, and
local communities before connecting with cable stations. These public spaces
cannot be walled off and often become pressure points, sites whe¡e local acto¡s
can induce tu¡bulence in the system. This chapter documents the strategies of
insulation developed by cable owners, manufacturers, users, and investors that
affect the cablet visibility to the publics who inhabit the landing point. T¡ack-
ing these interactions in Hawai.i, California, and New Zealand, ià"scribe ho*
small-scale ci¡culations at the cable networkk pressure points have produced
disproportionate effects across the netwo¡k.

The fifth chapter, 'A Network of lslands: Interconnecting the pacific,,,
charts how netwo¡k nodes a¡e shaped by the politics, histories, and geogra_
phies ofislands across the pacific. Although existing representations oflshnds
and netwo¡k reinforce a conceptual opposition between the two, maldng it
difficuÌt to see both the inte¡connectedness of islands and the importance of
¡etwo¡k maintenance, this chapter recasts islands as core components of ca-
ble systems. It focuses on thtee critical points, past and present, in transpacific
t¡amc: Guam, critically tied to American military extensions; Fiji, a key site for
British colonization of the pacific; and yap, a former node in the German cable
network. ln these cases, I show how networks have benefited from the island,s
insulating properties and, in turn, how islands have become sites of inte¡con_
nection, places where reciprocity ca¡ be established between oceanic, culturaÌ,
and communications currents. I argue that emerging as a network hub, becom_
ing mo¡e than an endpoint fo¡ signal trafic, has involved triangulating existing
sets of ci¡culations, whether transpacific, regional, or local

The last chapter, "Cabled Depths: The Aquatic Afterlives of Signal Traf_
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6c.,,analyzes 
how ¿¡¡de¡sea cables exe¡t a lasting influence on our knowledge

abo,.¡t and inhabit¿tion of the ocean. The chapter documents the relationship

between eaÙ ma¡ine science and telegraph cable networks, v/hich together

helped chart a distinct set of transoceanic P¿ths. During thc era folJowing

Wo¡ld War Il, these exchanges were increasingly shaped by the U.S. milita riza-

ttoî of the seafloo¡, and cables took o¡¡ a new function as they were mobi-

lized for tbe acoustic monito¡ing of marine space. Today these systems feed

back into the development of marine scientific ¡esea¡ch via the construction

of cabìe-linked ocean observatories, and into new extractive ¡elationships with

the seafloor, Although the frrst five chaPters focus primarily on the manipula-

tioû of physical sites and social practices, chapte¡ 6 explores the institutional

and epistemological interconnections that have inflected cable development.

In describing how our knowledge of the ocean is thoroughly intertwined with

cable histories, the chapte¡-like the ones befo¡e it-¡eveals the porous bound-

ary between communications technologies and thei¡ environments.

These chapters ofier a set of noda l naffatives that illustrate the longstanding

relationship between media infrastructures, environmental processes, and cul-

tural history. Together, they show how cable companies have developed exten-

sive st¡ategies of insulation for netwo¡k inftastructure and solidified pathways

through social and natu¡al ecologies. This process, involving both the pro-

duction of knowledge about and the physical reorganization of cables' envi-

ronment, has often been made possible by large-scale investments-colonial,

military and corpo¡ate. At the same time, the development of transoceanic

signal exchange has aìso involved leveraging and connecting with local and ¡e-

gional circulations. Weaving through these diverse geographies, the book intro-
duces a sense ofplace and an efvi¡onmental consciousness to our imagination

of digital net$/orks, prompting consideration ofthei¡ costs, whether financial,

architectu¡al, or social. Rathe¡ than being driven by the physics of entropy-
whe¡e movements are becoming eve¡ mo¡e chaotic and interdependent-The
Unde¡seo Nefwork ¡eveals how that experience of wi¡elessness is accompanied

by an increasing investment in wires; intercontinental connections paradoxi-

cally require numerous fo¡ms of disconnection; and our experience of global

fluidity is made possible by relatively stable dist¡ibution routes that perpetuate
conditions of uneven access along lines established a century ago. This book
charts the movements and channels that push back against flow and ultimately
shape the conditions of possibility for ci¡culations ac¡oss and under oceans.
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